Post-democratic Cornwall? A submission to the Local Government Boundary Commission
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE) claims on its website that it
provides ‘electoral arrangements for English local authorities that are fair for voters’. They may be
fair in respect of England but the proposal to cut Cornwall Council’s size from 123 to 87 councillors
is patently unfair to the Cornish voter. It drastically undermines Cornwall Council’s ability to
represent the interests of residents or respond to the concerns of local communities.
The LGBCE is now ‘consulting’ on the future size of Cornwall Council as part of its current
boundary review. It asks for local views on its proposal to cut the number of councillors in Cornwall
by 36. However, it is the LGBCE that needs to answer some important questions, not the people of
Cornwall. These questions are
•
•
•

Why is democratic representation in Cornwall being reduced to such a level that it becomes
one of the least well represented areas in the UK?
Why does the proposal for council size in this review vary so dramatically from recent
reviews for similar unitary authorities and county councils?
Why did the LGBCE ignore the clear advice of the majority of representations received
from Cornwall Council, the two mainstream political parties and others in the first phase of
its review?

The above questions are dealt with in turn below before I conclude with some speculation on the
context of this review and suggestions for change.
1) Democratic representation
Before the imposition of unitary local government in Cornwall in 2009 Cornish communities were
represented by 331 councillors in addition to town and parish councillors. In 2009 this was slashed
to 123. It is now proposed to cut it further, to just 87, a level of representation in relation to
population that will be lower than all but nine large city authorities in Great Britain. Let’s put the
current and proposed democratic representation in Cornwall in context.
National comparisons
The Cornish are recognised as a national minority in the UK, along with the Scots, Welsh, Irish and
other groups, under the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, which the
Government signed up to in 2014. Its levels of representation has therefore to be compared with
those other nations.
Table 1: National comparisons of councillor numbers
Councillors
Adults per
councillor (2014)
Cornwall

Devolved
institution
members

Adults per total
sub-state elected
representatives

123

3,581

0

3,581

17,632

2,398

25

2,395

462

3,046

108

2,469

Scotland

1,222

3,531

129

3,194

Wales

1,254

1,964

40

1,903

England
Northern Ireland

Even if we restrict our attention to the local government level, we can see that in Cornwall there are
currently fewer elected representatives in relation to population than in any other country in the UK.

It will be noted that this is the case even in Northern Ireland, where a process of local government
reform was completed in 2015 that reduced the number of local authorities from 26 to 11. Only
councillors in Scotland, where boundary reviews preceded the recent 2017 local elections, represent
a similar number of voters as in Cornwall. But Scotland also has a Parliament. If we take into
account the devolved institutions at regional/national level then the disparities between the other
Celtic countries and Cornwall widen. It would appear from this that, if anything, the future health of
Cornish democracy demands an injection of representation to achieve parity with the other nations
of the UK. However, the LGBCE proposes the precise opposite.
Local authority comparisons
Uniquely among the UK's national minorities the Cornish are administered only within a county
structure and Cornwall Council is a local government body. Most county areas have more
councillors in relation to their resident population than does Cornwall. Only in the three
metropolitan counties of the West Midlands, South Yorkshire and West Yorkshire plus the rural
county of Northumberland do we find fewer councillors in relation to population. Even in Greater
London, the ratio of persons per councillor, at 4,681, is only slightly higher than that of Cornwall’s
current 4,467 people per councillor, even though the population of London has been rising faster
than elsewhere in recent years.
If we compare all unitary authorities with Cornwall, we find that in England 52 have a worse level
of representation than Cornwall, while 70 have a better level. Cornwall is somewhat higher than the
non-metropolitan districts (4,467 people per councillor compared with an average of 4,090) and
slightly lower than the metropolitan district average of 4,866 people per councillor. Of the 22 Welsh
authorities only Cardiff has fewer councillors in relation to population than Cornwall, while in
Scotland 12 of the 32 local authorities have a poorer level of democratic representation than
Cornwall, measured by the frequency of councillors. (On other criteria Scottish councils have a
clear advantage, for example in using the single transferable vote in local elections.)
Under the LGBCE’s proposal this situation becomes considerably worse, as can be seen in the
following table and the maps in the appendix below.
Table 2: Persons per councillor compared with Cornwall
Currently higher
Currently lower

Higher after
reduction to 87

Lower after
reduction to 87

London boroughs

21

11

1

31

English unitaries

17

37

2

52

Metropolitan
districts

14

22

4

32

Welsh councils

1

21

0

22

Scottish councils

12

20

2

30

If the proposal for 87 councillors is adopted Cornish communities will be represented by fewer
councillors pro rata than all but nine other local authorities in Great Britain. These are Birmingham,
Bristol, Coventry, Leeds, Leicester, Sheffield and Tower Hamlets in England, and Edinburgh and
Glasgow in Scotland. No rural unitary will be anywhere close to the Cornish level of underrepresentation.
Let’s look at a little more closely at those councils with levels of representation that are currently
worse than Cornwall’s. Here’s a list of those unitary authorities in England and Wales excluding
London with a higher number of persons per councillor (2015) than Cornwall

Persons per councillor

Persons per hectare

Cornwall (current)

4,467

1.55

Cornwall (proposed)

6,315

Birmingham

9,261

41.47

Leeds

7,819

14.02

Sheffield

6,783

15.48

Bristol

6,419

40.85

Coventry

6,396

34.89

Leicester

6,345

46.94

Kirklees

6,295

10.62

Bradford

5,902

14.51

Nottingham

5,798

42.52

Stoke

5,719

27.06

Doncaster

5,542

5.37

Manchester

5,524

45.71

Liverpool

5,318

42.73

Wakefield

5,298

9.85

Brighton

5,283

32.92

Southampton

5,199

49.91

Portsmouth

5,042

52.94

Medway

5,027

14.25

East Riding

5,025

1.40

Derby

4,985

32.60

Wiltshire

4,960

1.49

Wirral

4,862

20.44

Cardiff

4,762

25.33

Northumberland

4,705

0.63

Bolton

4,694

20.12

Central Bedfordshire

4,644

3.83

Plymouth

4,609

32.84

Walsall

4,602

26.55

Milton Keynes

4,592

8.47

Stockport

4,583

22.92

Luton

4,473

49.93

It’s clear that virtually all those authorities with fewer elected representatives in relation to

population than Cornwall are urban. Only three other rural authorities have a higher number of
voters per councillor than Cornwall – Wiltshire, the East Riding of Yorkshire and Northumberland.
If we focus on the nine unitary authorities in England with a population density similar to that of
Cornwall (lower than three persons per hectare) the median number of adults per councillor is
4,268, compared with 4,467 in Cornwall. The lowest is found in Rutland with only 1,463 and the
highest in the East Riding of Yorkshire, at 5,025. If the size of the unitary authority in Cornwall was
set at the East Riding level we would still have 109 councillors; at the Rutland level we'd have 376!
At the median level we would be looking at 131 councillors. Yet we are contemplating just 87.
The conclusion from these data is self-evident. Despite media myths that fail to take into account
two-tier local government or devolved assemblies, Cornwall is not far out of line with similar rural
unitary authorities in England in terms of the size of the democratic element of its local
government. If anything, its communities are under-represented, rather than over-represented.
Moreover, all unitary councils of course have far fewer representatives in relation to population than
do the remaining two-tier rural districts. In addition, in comparison with Wales, we have very many
fewer councillors.
So why does the LGCBE consider Cornwall Council can operate in a meaningfully democratic
and responsive fashion with a level of representation only two thirds that of the average rural
unitary authority?
Why does the LGCBE consider that Plymouth for example requires a councillor for every 4,609
people while Cornish communities will only need one for every 6,315, especially as Plymouth is a
close-knit urban settlement rather than one of dispersed communities, as is Cornwall?
Why does it think that Cumbria, an equally peripheral area with a similar population and overdependence on tourism, requires a councillor for every 1,353 residents, while Cornish
communities can make do with merely one per 6,315?
Can the LGBCE guarantee that the existing widely-recognised democratic deficit (even admitted
in Cornwall Council’s own submission to the Commission) will not be further exacerbated by
such a relatively poor level of representation when compared with other local authorities?
2. Disparity with other boundary reviews
The only other local authority in Britain with a higher number of councillors than Cornwall is
County Durham, also created in the late 2000s. In 2008-12 Durham underwent a boundary review.
The LGBCE concluded that its 126 councillors would still be required in order to provide ‘efficient
and convenient local government’ and rejected local calls to reduce the Council’s size to 85
members. This leaves the people of Durham, the population of which is 29,000 lower than
Cornwall, with a councillor for every 4,125 inhabitants, a better level even that Cornwall’s current
4,467 and much superior to the one councillor per 6,315 being proposed by the Commission.
The LGBCE is currently undertaking a review of electoral arrangements for Cheshire West and
Chester, another unitary authority established in the same tranche as Cornwall. Like Cornwall and
unlike Durham, here it is proposing a reduction in the size of the council. Not of 29% however, as is
the case in Cornwall, but 8%, or six councillors, This will still leave Cheshire West with a
councillor for every 4,839 persons, considerably lower than the one per 6,315 deemed sufficient for
Cornwall. If Cornwall were treated the same as Durham it should have 133 councillors, if the same
as Cheshire West it would warrant 113 councillors.

Why does the LGBCE think that Cornish communities will be ‘efficiently’ served by a council
with many fewer councillors pro rata than Durham?
Why does the LGBCE feel that Cornwall only needs a councillor for every 6,315 people whereas
Cheshire West and Chester requires one for every 4,839?
In short, why is Cornwall is being treated so differently from comparable unitary authorities? Is
it being singled out for some reason?
3. Rejection of local evidence
In the preliminary phase of its review the LGBCE received just four recommendations for the future
size of Cornwall Council from local political bodies. The Council itself submitted a well-argued 25
page report with voluminous appendices, arguing for 99 councillors, a reduction from its original
preference for 113. This was backed up the Liberal Democrat Group on the Council which sent in
its own paper urging a size of 99. Councillor Gary King (who has since lost his seat) proposed 113
councillors, supporting this with various evidence. Meanwhile, the Conservative Group on the
Council also submitted a four page document arguing for a council size of 87. (I also emailed an
earlier version of this report to the Boundary Commission in October 2016 calling for no change in
the Council’s size and more fundamental democratic reform but it was ignored and my email
unacknowledged.) None of the other groups – Labour, MK, Ukip or Green – offered any separate
recommendation to the Boundary Commission.
It is interesting therefore that the LGBCE chose to ignore the majority of the four representations it
received and go for the Conservative Group’s proposal and an unprecedented cull of councillor
numbers. Given that the Government’s Communities Secretary Sajid Javid strongly hinted that the
size of the Council should be cut on a visit to Cornwall in 2016, has there been behind the scenes
pressure on the LGCBE from central government that could explain this remarkable and otherwise
inexplicable decision?
Can the LGCBE confirm that it is impartial and is not responding to central government diktat
in proposing such a huge reduction in the level of democratic representation in Cornwall?
Furthermore, when we consider other recent reviews, the suggested 29% cut in councillor numbers
in Cornwall stands out as entirely unique and bizarrely anomalous. Boundary reviews for Devon
County Council and Dorset County Council before this year’s local elections made little change to
council size. In Devon numbers were cut by just two to 60, while in Dorset the number of
councillors was actually increased, by one to 46. Other county council boundary reviews between
the 2013 and 2017 rounds of elections resulted in the following:
Cambridgeshire - cut by eight to 61
Cumbria – no change
East Sussex – increased by one to 50
Hampshire – no change
Hertfordshire - increased by one to 78
Kent – cut by three to 81
Lancashire - no change
Leicestershire – no change
Lincolnshire – cut by seven to 70
Nottinghamshire - cut by one to 66
Warwickshire - cut by five to 57

West Sussex – cut by one to 70
If these were any kind of precedent then we should have expected the Boundary Commission to cut
the number of councillors in Cornwall merely by three, not 36.
Can the LGBCE tell us why no other authority has experienced a cut in council size anywhere
near the 29% reduction proposed for Cornwall?
The context
It is clear that Cornwall is being subjected to an unprecedented loss of democratic representation
and reduction in the size of its council. It is less clear why. The erosion of representative democracy
in Cornwall since the 2000s and the declining legitimacy of local government in conditions of
austerity combine to signpost the post-democratic predicament towards which Cornwall is fast
heading. More generally, the ideas that democracy is an unaffordable cost and that democratic
accountability has to be sacrificed to market mechanisms have embedded themselves in public
discourse since the 1980s. Neo-liberalism does not value democracy, which it assesses in simple
terms of costs, while transferring functions (and assets) from the public to the private sector (see
Pierre Dardot and Christian Laval, The New Way of the World: On neoliberal society, Verso,
London, 2013). For those who adopt this ideology, designed to free the rich and powerful from
democratic constraints, democracy is more than than an irrelevance; it’s a positive danger to their
project. All this might help to explain the general move to reduce the size of councils and sideline
the opinions of those they represent, accompanying other tools such as predetermination rules or
‘inductions’ and ‘training’ that succeed in capturing councillors for the new ‘common-sense’. But
this process has been hitherto proceeding at a relatively slow rate.
Cornwall has been at the cutting edge of the quiet reformation of local government that has
accompanied the neo-liberal political consensus. However, the proposed reduction of 29% in the
number of elected members on Cornwall Council is a qualitatively and quantitatively new shock
tactic. Is Cornwall perhaps being deliberately targeted as a laboratory for the neo-liberal experiment
in post-democracy? Do its enfeebled civic institutions and weak political culture make it an ideal
place to speed up the process, possibly setting a precedent for other regions where more opposition
to de-democratisation might be expected?
There is some evidence for this. Central government took the opportunity of the so-called
'devolution deal' with Cornwall Council in July 2015 to demand this council boundary review. It
was bluntly 'expected to reduce the number of local councillors'. Cornwall's democratic deficit in
terms of elected representatives in relation to voters is set to grow massively if the Local
Government Boundary Commission allows the Government to suborn its independence in this way.
Others might place this blatant attack on democracy in Cornwall in a longer neo-colonial history.
From this perspective, it becomes imperative to weaken community resolve in Cornwall in order to
ensure it cannot challenge the role allotted to Cornwall. For Cornwall is destined to serve as a
pleasure periphery for the English heartland and as a source of profit for developers and assetspeculators who can cash in on the desirability of a ‘Cornwall-lifestyle’. These aims result in a
strategy of high population growth and the fostering of tourism-dependence and in-migration.
Whether foreseen or not, this also has the consequence of altering the ethnic balance of Cornwall.
In such a context it is essential to neutralise communities’ opposition to their transformation in
order to give a free rein to asset speculators. The transformation itself serves a critical and useful
purpose. It erodes community confidence and creates despair and fatalism, ensuring the Cornish are
in no position to insist that the national minority status granted in 2014 is acted upon. It became

even more imperative once that status was granted to make certain the Cornish are contained,
controlled, co-opted and domesticated so that no memory of their right to determine the future of
their ancestral home is left to disturb the neoliberal/lifestyle project.
A diminished democracy is therefore urgently required to ensure that opposition to population
growth and the transformation of Cornwall will not emerge. From this perspective, the LGBCE
merely acts as the witting or unwitting handmaiden of the neo-colonial project, cloaking Cornwall’s
de-democratisation in a technical rationale which, as shown above, applies only the flimsiest of
excuses to mask the fundamental decline of representative democracy in Cornwall since the 1990s.
The size of the council and the issue of numbers will appear to most people as of marginal concern
but the symbolic impact of this change should not be underestimated.
Cornwall's double democratic deficit
As we have seen, Cornish voters are already among the least well represented in the UK in terms of
number of elected representatives per head. The key factor in Cornwall's double deficit is
institutional. It lies in the abolition of a tier of local government and its amalgamation into a unitary
local authority in 2009 by the Labour Government with the support of a Liberal Democratic County
Council. This experiment, because of the size of the territory, has resulted in a large and apparently
unwieldy institution where lines of democratic accountability are blurred and levels of
responsiveness to local communities are widely found wanting. In this sense, it can indeed be
accused of being 'bloated'.
It would be naive not to recognise that we have a serious problem of governance in Cornwall or not
to admit that Cornwall Council has come under severe criticism. Yet while the authority itself may
arguably not be fit for purpose, it has yet to be proven that this relates somehow to the number of
elected representatives it contains. What we can say is that, contrary to media impressions, as we
have seen above the territory is one of the least well represented in the UK in terms of pure numbers
of elected representatives in relation to the electorate and reducing that local representation even
further is unlikely to be a magic bullet.
Moreover, we also have a deficit of electoral opportunity. Put simply, opportunities to vote for
representatives – a key factor in the health of political parties and the vibrancy of the democratic
system – are in Cornwall among the lowest in the UK (and after Brexit even lower). Table 4 below
shows the number of elections to be expected in each 20 year cycle for the various types of local
government territory in England, Wales and Cornwall.
Table 4: Elections in a 20 year cycle
Local

General

Regional

Total

All out unitary

5

4

0

9

All out two-tier

10

4

0

14

London

5

4

5

14

Scotland & Wales

5

4

5

14

Metropolitan

15

4

0

19

Two-tier by halves

15

4

0

19

Two-tier by thirds

20

4

0

24

In order to offset this double democratic deficit it is imperative that the link between local
communities and their elected representatives be maintained at the current level. If the number of

councillors is culled even more we run the distinct risk of encouraging that growing alienation from
the structures and processes of democratic government which, rightly or wrongly, are increasingly
viewed as irrelevant and even hostile to the interests of ordinary voters in Cornish communities.
Tragically, the LGBCE claims that Cornwall Council, all councillors and all political parties in
Cornwall are colluding in the call to reduce the formal representation of Cornish communities. This
indicates how far political institutions in Cornwall have been hollowed out to become the willing
accomplices of central state policy. Having helped to bring about an authority that is widely reviled
and suffers extremely low staff morale, our representatives can now imagine nothing to restore our
democratic rights other than a further reduction in the number of elected representatives, thus neatly
doing central government’s job for them. In doing so however, they only echo public opinion,
which is increasingly alienated from the democratic process, although in the main ignorant of its
workings.
Of course, it is not difficult to imagine potential alternatives that could halt and reverse the
inexorable slide in Cornwall towards a post-democratic moment. The obvious requirements are the
establishment of a strategic Cornish Assembly with real devolved powers, the re-structuring of local
government through the creation of two or three units between the assembly level and town and
parish councils (this would also restore parity with England and Wales in terms of people per
councillor) and treating the national minority status of the Cornish with due respect by
incorporating it into the decision-making process and recognising that Cornwall and the Cornish
deserve special treatment.
It could of course be argued that Cornwall is already receiving special treatment. Unfortunately this
treatment consists of reducing formal representation in Cornwall at a far faster rate than elsewhere
and to excessively low levels. This has to be reversed and a genuine democratic revitalisation put in
place. Pressure for this can only come from the bottom up, rather than waiting for action from
institutions in hock to the neoliberal project.
Even within the current set-up there are ways to enhance the health of democracy in Cornwall, if
only the will existed. One possibility would be for Cornwall Council to retire a third of its
councillors every three years in four, matching the cycle of elections in metropolitan districts. In a
council of 123, members would represent just 41 wards, each with three councillors. This formula
could be easily tweaked, as in other authorities, to avoid exceptionally large and unwieldy wards by
having some two-member or even one-member wards. Such an interim reform would go some way
to ensure a greater level of political debate on the direction of council policy in three years out of
four and do much to invigorate local political organisation.
However, this is something that current policy cannot allow to happen. So it will not happen.
Instead this ‘consultation’ will suffice to give a veneer of legitimacv to the ongoing plan to dedemocratise Cornwall and the longer-term project to eradicate its distinctly Cornish characteristics
while providing a few token nods towards ‘Kernowland’.
Dr Bernard Deacon (formerly Lecturer in Cornish Studies and History at the University of Exeter)
Redruth, June 2017

Map 1: Cornwall’s level of democratic representation (people per councillor) in context. The current
situation.

Map 2: Cornwall’s level of democratic representation (people per councillor) in context. After the
LGBCE proposal for council size.

